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Why formative assessment?

• A principle and an uncomfortable fact about the world

– The principle:
• "If I had to reduce all of educational psychology to just one principle, 

I would say this: The most important single factor influencing 
learning is what the learner already knows. Ascertain this and teach 
him [or her] accordingly” (Ausubel, 1968 p. vi)

– The uncomfortable fact:
• Students do not learn what we teach.

– What is learning?
• Learning is a change in long-term memory (Kirschner et al., 2006)

• The fact that someone can do something now does not mean they 
will be able to do it in six weeks, but

• If they cannot do something now, it is highly unlikely they will be 
able to do it in six weeks
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Building Plan “B” into Plan “A”
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Formative Assessment: A contested term

Span

Length

Impact

Long-cycle Medium-cycle Short-cycle

Across terms, 
teaching units

Four weeks to
one year

Monitoring, 
curriculum 
alignment

Within and 
between 
lessons

Minute-by-
minute and 
day-by-day

Engagement, 
responsiveness

Within and 
between 

teaching units

One to four 
weeks

Student-
involved 

assessment
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Where the learner 
is going

Where the learner
is now

How to get 
the learner there

Teacher

Peer

Student

Unpacking Formative Assessment

Clarifying, 
sharing, and 

understanding 
learning 

intentions

Eliciting evidence 
of learning

Providing 
feedback that 

moves learners 
forward

Activating students as learning
resources for one another

Activating students as
owners of their own learning
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Where the learner 
is going

Where the learner
is now

How to get 
the learner there

Teacher

Peer

Student

Unpacking Formative Assessment
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Using evidence of 
achievement to adapt what 

happens in classrooms to 
meet learner needs 



Where the learner 
is going

Where the learner
is now

How to get 
the learner there

Teacher

Peer

Student

Unpacking Formative Assessment

Clarifying, 
sharing, and 

understanding 
learning 

intentions

Eliciting evidence 
of learning

Providing 
feedback that 

moves learners 
forward

Activating students as learning
resources for one another

Activating students as
owners of their own learning
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Responsive teaching

The learner’s role

Before you 
can begin



Educational Endowment Foundation toolkit

Intervention Cost Quality of 
evidence

Extra months 
of learning

Feedback $$    +8

Metacognition and self-regulation $$     +8

Peer tutoring $$     +6

Early years intervention $$$$$     +6

One to one tuition $$$$     +5

Homework (secondary) $    +5

Collaborative learning $     +5

Phonics $     +4

Small group tuition $$$     +4

Behaviour interventions $$$   +4

Digital technology $$$$     +4

Social and emotional learning $     +4
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Educational Endowment Foundation toolkit

Intervention Cost Quality of 
evidence

Extra months 
of learning

Parental involvement $$$    +3

Reducing class size $$$$$    +3

Summer schools $$$   +3

Sports participation $$$   +2

Arts participation $$    +2

Extended school time $$$   +2

Individualized instruction $    +2

After school programmes $$$$   +2

Learning styles $    +2

Mentoring $$$    +1

Homework (primary) $    +1
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Educational Endowment Foundation toolkit

Intervention Cost Quality of 
evidence

Extra months 
of learning

Teaching assistants $$$$   0

Performance pay $$  0

Aspiration interventions $$$  0

Block scheduling $   0

School uniform $  0

Physical environment $$  0

Ability grouping $    -1
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Where the learner 
is going
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is now

How to get 
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Implementing classroom 
formative assessment
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Practical techniques for formative assessment

• Clarifying, sharing, and understanding learning 
intentions
– Giving feedback to anonymous students

• Eliciting evidence
– All-student response systems

• Providing feedback that moves learning forward
– Match the comments to the essays

• Students as learning resources for one-another
– Best composite test

• Students as owners of their own learning
– Plus/minus/interesting
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So much for the easy bit
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A model for teacher learning

• Content, then process

• Content (what we want teachers to change):

– Evidence

– Ideas (strategies and techniques)

• Process (how to go about change):

– Choice

– Flexibility

– Small steps

– Accountability

– Support
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Supportive accountability

• What is needed from teachers:

– A commitment to:
• The continual improvement of practice

• Focus on those things that make a difference to students

• What is needed from leaders:

– A commitment to engineer effective learning 
environments for teachers by:
• Creating expectations for continually improving practice

• Keeping the focus on the things that make a difference to 
students

• Providing the time, space, dispensation, and support for 
innovation

• Supporting risk-taking
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To find out more…

www.dylanwiliamcenter.com
www.dylanwiliam.net
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…and even more...
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